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Abstract

Due to the requirements of higher strength components and lower carbon dioxide emis-
sion, press hardening becomes prevalent in the automotive industry. Heating a boron
alloyed steel blank to obtain the austensite phase at high temperature and quenching
it to martensitic phase enhances the strength of the products and still allows complex
shapes. However, the stamping tool has to endure severe temperature changes, impacts
of the counterpart and sliding processes. The wear including material transfer, surface
scuffing and complicated reactions between coatings and superficial oxide layers not only
shortens the service-life of tools but also decreases the productivity and the quality of the
manufacturing process. Furthermore, the harsh contact conditions between the stamping
tools and the work-piece, regarded as the reason for the wear, are difficult to measure in
situ. The fundamental study on the tool wear in the press hardening receives insufficient
attention. The present work aims at establishing an understanding of tribological char-
acteristics in press hardening and at developing a predictive wear model by establishing
a relationship between the contact conditions and the wear process. Based on these re-
sults, the extension of the service life of stamping tools through adjustment of process
parameters can be possible.

Sliding wear, as the dominant wear phenomenon taking place during press hardening
processes, causes formation of wear particles and transfer of material fragments to the tool
surface. Since the wear process is dependent on the contact conditions, finite element
(FE) simulations based on thermo-mechanical calculations are used to investigate the
contact conditions in a given press hardening process. Based on the results from the FE–
simulations, reciprocating tests and tribolgical tests are conducted respectively under
press hardening conditions to evaluate the wear coefficients of the Archard’s wear model.
A modified wear model is implemented in the FE–simulations to predict wear depths on
the stamping tools. It is noted that most wear concentrates on the tool radius and that
it correlates with the sliding distance. The correlation between the experimental set-ups
and the wear predictions are analysed. An industrial experimental set-up for validation
of the wear model predictions has been developed. The future work on this study is
outlined.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objective and scope

The objective of this thesis is to study the wear problem on the stamping tool of press
hardening processes. A predictive wear model for the stamping tool based on contact-
mechanics is proposed. In order to fulfil the objective, enhanced knowledge of the tribo-
logical behaviour of tool steels in press hardening processes is required. Numerical models
for press hardening simulations are used to analyse the contact conditions occurring on
the stamping tool. An experimental programme aiming at accurately simulating the press
hardening conditions is designed and conducted. Finally, the modified Archard’s wear
model with the wear coefficient from the laboratory test is employed in FE–simulations
to predict the wear depth on the stamping tool. An experimental study of wear in a
specially designed press hardening tool is developed in order to validate the wear predic-
tions. Future research includes a comparison between the industrial wear experiments
and the numerical wear simulation results.

1.2 Background

To reach increasing requirements of lighter steel sheet parts with higher strength, press
hardening processes become prevalent in the automotive industry in which forming a hot
workpiece (blank) in its austenite phase and then a following quick-cooling (quenching)
process (≥ 27 K/s) to obtain the martensite phase give the finished parts a hard-to-beat
strength to weight ration. The press hardening processes are a special type of thermo-
mechanical forming operations invented in northern Sweden in the 1970s. Nowadays, this
technology is an effective approach to form ultra-high strength steels (UHSS) into complex
target shapes, where the steels are classified by the minimum strength of 1380 MPa
[1]. However, the stamping tools endure cyclic loadings and significant temperature
changes. Oxidation and its complex reactions with coatings play an important role
mingling benefits and harms at high temperatures. The stable oxide layers can reduce
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4 Introduction

friction in the interface between the tool and the blank, but detached coating debris
probably embeds into the contacting surfaces and degrades the surface quality in the
ploughing process due to its relatively high hardness. When the blank slides over the
stamping tools, material transfer due to sliding processes is another common phenomenon
existing in the contact interface. These phenomena have a vital influence not only on the
performance and quality of the produced parts but also on the overall productivity of
thermo-mechanical processes. Tool wear in press hardening processes shortens the service
life of the stamping equipments and increases the maintenance cost. However, the tool
wear in terms of a mixed combination of adhesive wear, abrasive wear, scuffing and
galling phenomena has so far received very little attention, because the measurements of
contact conditions in a real forming process are difficult and complex. The main purpose
of this research is to study the tribological aspects of tool-blank interactions as well as
to develop a predictive wear model in conjunction with a commercial finite element (FE)
software, LS–Dyna, to analyse the contact conditions occurring on the stamping tools.
Some of the salient researching tasks to be carried out currently include:

• Tribological studies of the tool-blank pair without coating at elevated temperatures.

• Evaluation of the contact conditions occurring on the stamping tool and design of
laboratory tests with specific test parameters.

• Development of a predictive wear model for high precision simulations of the
thermo-mechanical forming process.

• Analysis of the predictive wear results in the FE–simulation and comparison with
available experimental results.

1.3 Wear mechanisms

In the current study, wear is simply defined as the removal of material from the surface of a
solid body because of the mechanical action caused by the counterpart. In press hardening
processes, tool wear is a combination of various physical and chemical processes, such
as micro-cutting, micro-ploughing, plastic deformation, cracking, fracture, cold-welding,
smearing and chemical interaction. Thus, wear is a property of the tribo-system instead
of a material property like e.g. strength. For this reason, it is difficult to generalize a
universal conclusion without an in-depth understanding of wear mechanisms in a certain
tribo-system. Classified by contact types, wear is normally described as sliding wear,
rolling wear, fretting wear or relates to some phenomena such as galling, scuffing or
seizure. According to Van Beek [2] and the tribology handbook [3], the wear mechanisms
are briefly introduced in Section 1.3.1– 1.3.4 and the four basic types are illustrated in
Figure 1.1. In order to study the wear mechanisms in a scientific way, the wear problem
is identified by following four fundamental categories and some technical terminologies
or synonyms commonly used in literatures are summarised in Table 1.1:
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Table 1.1: Wear mechanisms and corresponding terminologies [2]

adhesive wear scuffing, scoring, galling, cold-welding, seizure, smearing
abrasive wear ploughing, polishing, grinding, scratching, micro-cutting
fatigue wear pitting, flaking, spalling, plastic burnishing
corrosive wear thermo-chemical wear, oxidative wear

Figure 1.1: Schematic image of four basic wear mechanisms [3]

1.3.1 Adhesive wear

Adhesive wear occurs when there is a strong adhesive bonding between contacting sur-
faces, which causes large plastic deformation in the contact region under compression
and shearing. As a result of this large deformation in the contact region, cracks due to
dislocations in the material initiate and propagate to the interface. The strong bonding
may transfer material from one surface to the mating surface in a continuous movement.
The transfer can be permanent or temporary. Even temporary transfer raises the risk
of free wear particles interfering with the contact interface. A wear particle is not only
generated from the softer material, but from both mating surfaces. It is assumed that
the real contact area is composed of n contact points (asperities) with equal size. When
a new contact pair replaces the previous one during a continuous wear process, the total
real area is always the same. However, the size of wear particles does not simply relate
to the size of the asperity contact area. It has a strong relevance to types of contact,
contact materials and so on. Furthermore, the probability of wear particles’ generation
at each contact point is not equivalent and it mainly depends on the microstructure of
the real contact region. In the estimation of worn volume [3], a wear particle is assumed
to be generated after sliding the distance of 2a and the half sphere worn volume V for n
contact points after sliding a distance L is defined as:

V = n · 2
3
πa3

L

2a
(1.1)

where a is the radius of a circular contact area of asperity. The detailed description of a
typical adhesive wear model, Archard’s wear model, can be found in Section 1.4.4.
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1.3.2 Abrasive wear

An apparent hardness difference between two contact surfaces induces that a hard surface
asperity ploughs through the relatively softer counter surface during sliding processes. As
a result, a certain volume of surface material is broken away from the softer surface and
then an abrasive groove is obtained. The effect of abrasion, also called “micro-cutting
process”, leads to a ribbon-like long wear particle occurring on wearing material when the
wearing material is ductile. The brittle property of wearing material brings about wear
particles through crack propagation [3]. The different hardness of the mating surface
asperities is an evident character of abrasive wear. Generally, when the hardness ratio
(mating surface hardness / abrasive hardness) r stays below 0.5 − 0.8, abrasive wear
can clearly be observed [4]. Reduction of the hardness difference between the contacting
surfaces to less than 10 % is considered as an effective way to decrease the abrasive wear
and a lower roughness of the harder surface also reduces the abrasive wear process [2].

A conical shaped volume due to the abrasive wear is removed from which wear particle
generates that a sharp, hard abrasive is indented against the flat surface and forms a
groove by ploughing [3]. The volume V of a conical indentor with an angle θ (see Figure

θ d

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the indentor volume due to abrasive wear

1.2) in a removed groove on the softer counter surface along the sliding distance L is
given by:

V = d2 · tan θ · L (1.2)

Since plastic deformation occurs in the contacting surfaces, the real contact area can be
expressed through surface hardness H and normal force F :

1

2
π(d · tan θ)2 = F

H
(1.3)

By combining Equation 1.2 with Equation 1.3, the abrasive wear model based on ideally
plastic abrasive grooving can be obtained, but the actual wear volume is not always
equal to the groove volume [3]. A wear coefficient, Kab, is introduced as a modifier in
the model, see Equation 1.4.

V = Kab
FL

H
(1.4)
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1.3.3 Fatigue wear

In contrast to adhesive and abrasive wear, fatigue wear means that a wearing particle
is generated by breaking away from the contacting surface due to a certain number of
repeated contacts. In the case of elastic contact, generally in rolling element bearings,
cams and gears, fatigue may lead to the formation of tiny fissures under the surface after
high-cycle repetitive contacts. For instance, in the design of rolling bearings, the critical
number of rolling cycles Nf for the generation of wear particles due to fissures, also called
flaking or spalling, can be given experimentally as follows [3]:

Nf ∝ 1

W n
(1.5)

where W is the normal load and n is a constant which represents the shape of the rolling
element. For example, rolling bearings implies a value of 3 for n.

Although the contact pressure may not reach the yield strength of the mating mate-
rials when fatigue wear occurs, a local yield point probably appears in the contact region
because of the existence of micro-defects or inhomogeneities in the material. Further-
more, work hardening takes place in the yield region due to repetitive contacts, which
causes a plastically deformed region to appear beneath the interface without reaching
the surface. It is mentioned in [3] that the cyclic friction process under elastic or elasto-
plastic contact arouses accumulated local plastic strain around some stress concentration
points, which probably brings about cracks after a certain number of frictional cycles.
This kind of mechanism of crack initiation and propagation is like fatigue fracture. When
the repetitive load is higher than the yield strength of the mating materials, plastic bur-
nishing (which means that a sliding body smears the texture of a rough surface of the
counter body and makes it shinier) instead of wear particles becomes predominant and
only a shallow, conformable groove is formed [3]. In a word, fatigue fracture may be
obtained after a critical number Nf of plastic strain cycles.

1.3.4 Corrosive wear

As long as sliding takes place in normal atmospheric air, especially in a corrosive en-
vironment, i.e. corrosive liquids or gases, tribochemical reaction layers are formed on
the contacting surfaces which behave like the bulk material in the wear process. A well
adhered layer protects the base material and avoids further tribological reaction. Actu-
ally, when reaction layers are produced on the surface due to the corrosive environment,
they can be removed by frictional action. So, the growth and removal rates of the layers
determine the corrosive wear rate. Oxide layers are the most common reaction products
occurring on metal mating surfaces. Quinn [5] proposed an equation to describe the
oxidative reaction on steels, which postulates that the oxide film on steel detaches at a
certain critical thickness, see Equation 1.6.

Ko =
dA

ξ2ρ2v
exp(− Q

RgT
) (1.6)
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where Ko is the wear rate and can be interpreted as the probability of producing a
critical oxide thickness ξ, A is the Arrhenius constant, Q is the activation energy, ρ is the
density of oxide, Rg is the universal gas constant, d is the distance of a sliding contact,
v is the sliding velocity and T is the absolute temperature. It can be noticed that the
Arrhenius constant is derived from the Arrhenius equation describing thermally-induced
phenomena. B. Bhushan, Ed. [3] mentions that the Arrhenius constant in sliding contact
is 103 − 1010 times larger than that in static oxidation when the assumption is accepted
that the activation energy is similar under static and sliding conditions. Besides the
importance of estimation of real activation energy in a sliding surface, the real contact
temperature is another complicate issue. Both of them are quite difficult to measure.
Furthermore, the implementation of the tool wear model used in this thesis more or
less neglects the detailed wear mechanism but focuses on the material transfer during
the sliding process. However, the understanding of the wear mechanisms provides the
possibility to deepen the research on tool wear.

1.4 Press hardening

1.4.1 Introduction to press hardening

An important target of the automotive industry is to decrease exhaust emissions and
fuel consumption through reduction of the weight of vehicles while the safety require-
ments, such as crash resistance, are still strict. Press hardening technology constitutes
the currently most efficient method to solve this ambivalent target. In order to realize
the austenization, boron alloyed steels are heated and kept in a furnace for a few minutes.
Lower flow stresses of the boron-alloyed steel are obtained at high temperatures imply-
ing better formability of the material [6]. The press hardening is a thermo-mechanical
process resulting in less springback compared to conventional (cold) forming processes.
The most important microstructural evolution during the press hardening is the com-
plete transformations from the austenitic phase to the martensitic phase resulting in a
ultra high strength steel grade. According to Merklein and Lechler [7], 27 K/s is the
lowest cooling rate required in press hardening processes. 22MnB5 steel is the common
work-piece material used in press hardening. The general chemical composition is given
in Table 1.2. The compositions of chrome and manganese can increase the strength of
quenched material and the addition of boron in the steel alloy decrease the critical cooling
rate and extend the process window [8]. The basic procedures of press hardening pro-
cesses are: firstly, the blank (work–piece) is cut and centred before entering the furnace.
Secondly, the rollers transport the blank through the furnace. Meanwhile, the tempera-
ture of the blank rises to the austenitization temperature, e.g. 950 ◦C. Next, a gripper
system moves the heated blank to the precise position on the stamping tool steadily
and quickly. Afterwards, the hydraulic or pneumatic pressing tools close and then the
blank is formed into a targeted shape. The formed part dwells in the tools for a few
seconds and the integrated cooling system cools the hot blank to the martensitic phase.
Finally, the work-piece with its final strength is obtained and ejected as a product (see
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Figure 1.3). The higher strength of final parts obtained after the heating and quenching

Table 1.2: Chemical compositions of 22MnB5 steel [7]
Material C Mn Si Ni Cr Cu S P Al V Ti B

Compositions, wt.% 0.221 1.29 0.28 0.013 0.193 0.01 0.001 0.018 0.032 0.005 0.039 0.0038

Figure 1.3: Illustration of press hardening processes [9]

processes is the major characteristic of the press hardening technology compared to the
conventional forming processes. Its yield strength and ultimate tensile strength can at
least reach 1000 MPa and 1500 MPa, respectively [10]. The typical applications in
the automotive industry are side impact protection beams, bumper beams and A-, B-,
C-pillar reinforcements (see Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Red parts are press hardened UHSS [11]
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Figure 1.5: Interactions between the mechanical field, thermal field and microstructure [12]

1.4.2 FE–simulation of press hardening

The FE–simulation of press hardening is a complex numerical analysis combining thermo-
mechanical and microstructure evolution models and it should consider following phe-
nomena:

• Contact parameters, such as friction coefficient, heat transfer and material property,
are based on the temperature changes.

• Coupled thermo-mechanical analysis.

• Evolution of microstructure of phase transformations in the work-piece of boron
alloyed steels.

According to Oldenburg et al. [12], some important interactive parameters used in
press hardening simulations are listed in Table 1.3 and structured in Figure 1.5. Engineers
pay much attention to the properties determined by temperature history, such as 1a, that
represents the contact heat-transfer coefficient between the blank and the stamping tool
as a function of pressure. Parameter 1b is commonly neglected since its value is much
smaller than the overall heat transfer between tools and blank. The thermo-mechanical
interactions presented in Table 1.3 are used in a constitutive material model based on
the work done by Åkerstöm [13] [14]. The constitutive material model (Mat 244, in LS–
Dyna) has been implemented for press hardening simulations with consideration of these
interactions. The kinematic of the austenite decomposition model is based on Kirkaldy
and Venugopalan [15], as follows:

Ẋk = FGFCFTFXk
for k = 2, 3, 4 (1.7)

where Ẋk represents the rate of the normalized phase evolution of ferrite, pearlite, and
bainite, respectively. FG is the effect of the austenite grain size, FC describes the effect
of the chemical composition, FT is a function of temperature and FXk

denotes the effect
of the current normalized fraction formed. The Koistinen and Marburger [16] equation
is used for the martensite formation, see Equation 1.8

x5 = x1(1− e−α(Ms−T )) (1.8)
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Table 1.3: Interaction descriptions [12]

1a Thermal boundary conditions are deformation dependent
1b Heat generatuion due to plastic dissipation and friction (not accounted for in the present simulation)
2 Thermal expansion
3a Latent heat due to phase transformation
3b Thermal material properties depend on microstructure evolution
4 Microstructural evlution depend on thermal evolution
5a Mechanical properties depend on microstructural evolution
5b Volume change due to phase transformation
5c Transformation plasticity
5d Memory of plastic strains during phase transformation (not accounted for in the durrent simulation)
6 Phase transformation denpend on stress and strain

where x5 is the volume of martensite, x1 is the retained volume of austenite. The aim of
this model using the von-Mises yield criterion with associated plastic flow is to develop a
thermo-elastic-plastic constitutive model for the blank used in press hardening processes.
The total strain increment during each time step of a press hardening simulation can be
written as:

Δεij = Δεeij +Δεthij +Δεtrij +Δεpij (1.9)

where Δεeij is the elastic strain increment, Δεpij is the plastic strain increment, Δεthij
represents the thermal strain increment and Δεtrij refers to the transformation strain
increment. The detailed description of the constitutive model can be found in Oldenburg
et al. [12], Åkerstöm and Oldenburg [13], Åkerstöm [14] and Åkerstöm et al. [17].

1.4.3 Wear mechanisms in press hardening

Based on contact types, wear mechanisms can be distinguished as sliding wear, oscillating
wear, rolling wear and tribochemical wear. Among them, the tribochemical wear, which
means removal of the chemical reaction products formed on the surface (oxide layers),
is also the result of tribological action. Generally speaking, the sliding wear, which is
responsible for two main phenomena during the drawing process: volume loss and galling,
is the dominant wear process during the forming operation and the four wear mechanisms
are combined with it (see the handbook edited by Totten and Liang [18]). For the severe
adhesive wear, also called galling, a definition from The International Research Group on
Wear of Engineering Materials IRG-OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development) is as follows: a severe form of scuffing associated with gross damage to the
surfaces. With the help of a hot strip drawing tribo-simulator, Tian et al. [19] reported
from the observation of a hot strip sliding process that the predominant wear mechanism
is groove cutting when the strip temperature is less than 500 ◦C but the adhesive wear
becomes the main type as the temperature reaches up to 700 ◦C. The plastic deformation
occurring in the interface increases the volume of adhesive wear at elevated temperatures.
The yield and tensile strength of steel decrease with elevated temperatures, which causes
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more plastic deformation. The plastic deformation and the ductile tear observed at high
temperatures result in the adhesive wear. The long contacting time is another vital factor
in the establishment of bonding points during the sliding process. The sliding velocity
employed in the tribo-system also affects the wear process. Tian et al. [19] state that
severe adhesive wear exists in a low speed (25mm/s) tests and a high speed (75mm/s)
causes slight groove cutting on the worn surfaces. A drawn conclusion is that the working
temperature and the drawing velocity are possible parameters to decrease the wear rate
and, thus, prolong the service life of the tools. Another important consideration in
the wear problem is oxidation. Most metals form oxides on their surfaces as they are
thermodynamically unstable in air and the formation of iron oxide layers on a steel
surface can reduce the friction effect through avoiding metal-to-metal contact. However,
the formation of oxides is not always beneficial for the contacting surfaces. When the
oxide layer reaches a critical property value (e.g. thickness, see Quinn [20]), it can break
into debris and the detached oxidised debris probably gets entrapped in the interface,
which causes three-body abrasive wear. According to Stott [21], Glascott et al. [22] and
Hardell [23], the general consequences of the oxidation occurring on metals are as follows:

• Up to 570 ◦C, the oxide consists of an outer layer of Fe2O3 and an inner layer of
Fe3O4, which can separate the oxygen-iron contact. FeO forms at the interface of
metal- Fe3O4 when the temperature rises above 570 ◦C. Meanwhile, the oxidation
rate increases due to the higher defect concentration caused by the FeO layer.

• The oxide layers formed at temperatures below 300 ◦C are unstable and break down
rapidly. An oxide layer with more ductile property due to higher temperatures can
reduce the friction effect and result in a lower wear rate.

1.4.4 Review of wear models in literature

When searching the literature for wear models, two kind of wear models for metal ap-
plications are obtained. One is the Archard’s (contact-mechanics-based) wear model
proposed by Archard and Hirst [24], [25] or its modified types used for metal forming
processes ( see Zhang et al. [26], Enblom and Berg [27] and Lee and Jou[28]). The other
is the thermodynamic approach, where researchers try to establish a simple relationship
between the dissipated energy (friction) and the wear volume or to predict the wear rate
based on entropy. This approach has been implemented in the works done by Bryant
[29], Ersoy-Nürnberg et al. [30], Liskiewicz and Fouvry [31], Huq and Celis [32], Doelling
et al. [33] and Ling et al. [34]. The thermodynamic method is prevalently used in wear
processes with considerable friction energy due to oscillating motion, eg. fretting process.

The present study focuses on the contact-mechanics-based model, because the used
parameters in terms of contact conditions in forming processes can be accessed by FE–
simulations. The Archard’s wear model and its modified versions are widely used to
analyse the wear process in metal applications, such as forging and extrusion tools [35]
[36] [28], sheet metal forming operations [37] [38] [39] [40], cutting operations [41] [42],
rail wear in the track-vehicle interface [27] and piston rings in vehicle engines [43]. Equa-
tion 1.10 represents the relationship between wear volume V , sliding distance s and
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normal force F through the specific wear coefficient k that is a principal value for a fric-
tion pair to describe the wear rate as the volume removed per unit sliding distance and
load. Another type of the equation uses a dimensionless wear coefficient K in Equation
1.12 to reflect the influence of hardness, H, on the wear rate (K = k ·H). Both, the wear
rate and the wear coefficient, are strongly affected by the material properties and working
conditions such as humidity, surface flash temperature and many other parameters of the
tribo-system.

V = k · F · s (1.10)

If the total real contact area for n contact points is assumed to be related to the surface
hardness, the following equation is obtained:

nπa2 =
F

H
(1.11)

where a is the radius of the contact area. Combining Equations 1.10 and 1.11 with
Equation 1.1 leads to the well known form of the Archard’s model [3]:

V = Kad
FL

H
(1.12)

where L is the sliding distance and Kad is called the wear coefficient for adhesive wear.
Kad also can be treated as a function of working conditions such as surface temperature
and humidity.

Jensen et al. [44] proposed a semi-empirical wear model implemented in the finite
element method to predict tool wear of a conventional circular drawing die. The wear
volume V is defined as a proportional value to the normal pressure P and the tangential
velocity vt between the tools and the blank in the following manner:

V ∝ Pvt (1.13)

To simplify the problem, the profile of the draw-die is divided into 20 equally sized areas
during the process including 100 time intervals, in which the normal force is assumed
to be a constant value. The total wear volume is calculated as a linear summation of
the wear value in every time step. Contrarily to the insignificantly changed distribution
of sliding velocity, wear is found to distribute uniformly on the draw-die profile. The
authors verified through experiments that the wear profile on the drawing tool was mainly
determined by the pressure on the tool. Besides the normal stress, the normal component
of the deviatoric stress (see Equation 1.14) is also used to calculate the frictional stress
but the authors pointed out that the tool wear prediction with deviatoric stresses is not
as clear as using normal stress.

σ
′
n = σ

′
ijninj (1.14)

where σ
′
n is the normal component of the deviatoric stress, σ

′
ij is the deviatoric stress

and n is the normal vector at the interface. As a result of the parametric study, the
increased n-value (in the Hollomon hardening equation) leads to a significant reduction
in tool wear and both, t/R and the thickness of the blank, are proportional to the tool
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Figure 1.6: Wear coefficient in separated ranges [27]

wear volume in the simulations. A similar approach can be found in Shen et al. [38],
where a commercial finite element code, Abaqus, is used to forecast wear evolution of a
spherical plain bearing with a self-lubricating fabric liner. The prerequisite in this case is
the discretization of a continuous process into several steps and the contact parameters,
such as pressure and surface morphology are assumed to be constant values during each
step. The Archard’s wear model integrated with Abaqus through the script interface is
used to calculate the assumed linear wear for a number of cycles through interpolations
of the predicted wear depth. According to the calculated wear depths, the program
updates the geometry of the model. Enblom and Berg [27] introduced an approach to
quantitatively predict wheel and rail profile-related wear based on a modified Archard’s
wear model. The wear coefficient is modified by the constant values according to different
contact pressures pc and sliding velocities vs (see Equation 1.15).

V = k(vs, pc)
Fs

H
(1.15)

where V is the wear volume, F is the normal force, s is the sliding distance, and H is
the hardness. In other words, the wear coefficients derived from the designed experiment
only work within certain ranges of process parameters in terms of sliding velocity and
contact pressure, see Figure 1.6. Ersoy-Nürnberg et al. [30] modified the wear coefficient
in the Archard’s model K(Zacc) as a function of accumulated wear work Zacc in a sheet
metal forming process, see Equation 1.16. It is notable that both, the rate of wear Ḋ
and the wear work Z, are deduced from the friction work during the sliding process.

Z = μ

∫
Ḋ

Zacc =
n∑

i=1

Zi

V = K(Zacc)
FL

H

(1.16)
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where μ is the friction coefficient in Coulomb’s law, V is the wear volume, F is the
normal force, H is the hardness of the surface and L is the sliding distance. This model
is based on the assumption that the fatigue fracture of the tool material is the main
reason for wear, which occurs when the total energy reaches a certain constant value of a
given material. So, the definition of the wear coefficient is a function of dissipated energy
(wear work).
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Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Contact conditions in press hardening simula-

tions

The motivation of the present FE–simulations of press hardening is to study the contact
conditions between tool and work-piece. A press hardening model of a given geometry
producing dog-bone shaped components is chosen and its middle part representing a
strip drawing process is extracted to study the contact profiles occurring on the tool
radii without the constraint of the complex geometry in the original tool design.

2.1.1 Strip drawing model

The strip drawing model with a 5 mm-wide strip blank is established to study the contact
profiles occurring on the die radius (see Figure 2.1). This coupled thermo-mechanical
simulation model for LS-Dyna 971 consists of 19299 nodes, 1420 shell and 11368 solid
elements. The tool’s solid element mesh is dense near the contact interface and coarse
in the bulk. The 22MnB5 boron steel blank is modelled using four-node Belyschko-Tsay
shell elements with 5 through-thickness integration points. The initial temperature of
the blank is 850 ◦C, which ensures the boron steel to be in the austenite state. The
constitutive material model, ‘MAT UHS STEEL’, describing the phase transformation
behaviour and deformation properties of boron steel has been developed by Åkerstöm et
al. [17] and Åkerstöm [14]. Its corresponding data can be extracted from the references
in [45]. The upper and lower tools are regarded as rigid bodies and their initial and
prescribed outside boundary temperatures are set to 40 ◦C. A constant heat transfer
coefficient of 4000 Wm−2K−1for the tool-blank interface is applied. The heat capacity
and thermal conductivity of the tool steel is assumed temperature dependent according
to SS2242-02 tool material, see Table 2.1, where the data is extracted from the work
done by Bergman [46]. The friction coefficient used in press hardening can be evaluated

17
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by different methods. The coefficient of friction estimated by pin-on-disc test is about
0.6-1, see Mozgovoy et al. [47] and Ghiotti et al. [48]. However, this kind of test does
not simulate the press hardening conditions accurately. Yanagida et al. [49], [50] and
Tian et al. [19] have investigated the frictional characteristics in a strip sliding test with
different temperature, pressure and sliding velocity. The calculated friction coefficients
are varying form 0.2-0.6 according to different combinations of process parameters and
material pairs. Based on the results of the previous studies and simplification of the
present simulation, the static and dynamic friction coefficients for the uncoated 22MnB5
blank are set to 0.4. Without the use of thermal time scaling, the present model is run
with a real drawing velocity of 100 mm/s.

50

2X R6.5

2X R5

2X R5

2X R6.5

81

(a)

1.
6

284.0

5.0

(b)

Figure 2.1: Illustration of (a) the strip drawing tool geometry and of (b) the strip blank geometry;
all dimensions are in millimetres

Table 2.1: Tool thermal parameters for the strip drawing model [46]

T( ◦C) Cp(J/Kg ◦C) k(W/m ◦C)
20 460 24.6
400 460 26.2
800 460 27.6

A user subroutine integrated with LS-Dyna is used to extract the contact conditions of
contacting nodes during the drawing simulation and to implement the modified Archard’s
wear model as a wear simulation. This subroutine is applied through a user friction
interface, where the contact conditions can be collected from the contact simulation.
Table 2.2 lists the contact information in a statistical manner. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the contact conditions occurring on the tool radii in the present strip drawing model,
where the angle direction can be found in the inlay of Figure 2.2 (d) and the radius is
evenly discretized by eleven elements in the numerical model. The general observation
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Table 2.2: Contact conditions from the FE–simulations of the strip drawing model
Upper tool

Contact pressure (MPa) Surface temperature ( ◦C) Sliding distance (m) Sliding velocity (m/s)
Max. value 77 177 0.057 0.14

Mean 12.79 74.83 0.0081 0.057
Standard deviation 13.92 35.63 0.014 0.038

Lower tool
Contact pressure (MPa) Surface temperature ( ◦C) Sliding distance (m) Sliding velocity (m/s)

Max. value 102 179 0.0043 0.112
Mean 9.84 70.97 4.3E-4 0.014

Standarde deviation 12.41 33.50 6.62E-4 0.017

concerning the contact mechanics is that the most extreme contact conditions concentrate
on the tool radii during the drawing process. Similar results were also reported by
Jensen et al. [44] and Pereira et al. [51]. Figure 2.2 (a) represents the final pressure
distributions on the radii of the stamping tools since the contact pressure is intensified
continuously when the clearance between the tools reduces to the thickness of the work-
piece. Two peaks of pressure along the tool radii are observed, which profiles agree with
the normal force distribution collected by Jensen et al. [44] on the die radius of a deep
drawing model. The surface temperature extracted from the tool radius represents the
magnitude of contact time between the tool and the passing-by blank because a higher
surface temperature is caused by a longer heat transfer process. In Figure 2.2 (b), the
front part of the upper tool radius and the back part of the lower tool radius are subjected
to more heat energy from the hot blank during the drawing process. The evaluations
of sliding distance and friction work occurring on tool radii lead to the results that the
front part of the upper tool and the back part of the lower tool are subjected to most
of the contact sliding. However, the drawing movement prescribed on the upper punch
explains the higher values of sliding distance and friction work occurring on the upper
tool compared to the lower tool, see Figure 2.2 (c), (d).

2.1.2 Dog-bone shaped model

The dog-bone shaped numerical model is built on a quarter of the actual geometry due to
symmetry with and without holders, where the holders are used to control the flow of the
blank through a gap between the upper tool (punch) and the holders. The dimensions
of the tool can be found in Figure 2.3. The gap can intensify the contact conditions
and accelerate the wear process, which is desired during the operation of the full-scale
experiment. The dog-bone shaped model is developed under industrial conditions and it
will be used to validate the wear simulation results. The present simulation focuses on
the case without holders. The used numerical data and process parameters are identical
to the strip drawing model.

The contact conditions in terms of sliding distance, contact pressure and temperature
on the stamping tools’ surfaces are presented in Table 2.3, where the mean value repre-
sents the average condition extracted from all contacting nodes during the whole drawing
process. It is preferable to consider the mean values for the design of laboratory tests
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the contact conditions occurring on stamping tool radii

Table 2.3: Contact conditions from the FE–simulations of the dog-bone shaped model
Punch

Contact pressure (MPa) Surface temperature ( ◦C) Sliding distance (m)
Max. value 90.8 263 0.067

Mean 16.8 75.3 0.014
Standarde deviation 15.9 45.8 0.017

Die
Contact pressure (MPa) Surface temperature ( ◦C) Sliding distance (m)

Max. value 88.4 269 0.0034
Mean 14.3 91.7 5.4E-4

Standard deviation 13.8 58.5 5.6E-4

due to the uneven contact distributions identified by the high standard deviations. The
sliding distance collected on the node is the sum of the relative motion between blank
and tool during the total tool movement in the FE–simulation. The maximum value on
the upper tool (punch) is 0.067 m and a smaller value of up to 0.0034 m is found on the
lower tool (die).

Figure 2.4 shows the typical contact histories obtained in the simulation of the dog-
bone shaped model, where all the histories are collected from the adjacent nodes within
the observation area in the symmetrically curved transition part of both stamping tools.
The illustration of the observation area can be found in Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.4 (a),
the maximum contact pressure collected from a node on the upper tool radius increased
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Figure 2.3: Geometry of stamping tools and work-piece, all dimensions are in millimetres

steeply in the initial stage of the drawing followed by a smooth decreasing stage until
about 0.7s. After that, a sharp increasing contact pressure is obtained. The oscillation of
contact pressure appearing in the upper tool may be due to the contact induced vibrations
in the drawing process. However, the contact pressure history on the lower tool presents
a continuous increasing tendency with two short sharp gradients in the beginning and
ending stage. Figure 2.4 (b) represents the different magnitudes of sliding distance taking
place on the upper and lower tool, respectively. The values are accumulated from the
nodes on the tool radii by each time step over one whole drawing operation. The radius
of the upper tool is subjected to most of the sliding movement since it pushes the blank
into the targeted shape. This explains the discrepancy in sliding movements between the
upper tool and the lower tool. Figure 2.4 (c) and (d) illustrate the surface temperatures
observed in the contact interface between the blank and the tools. As the upper tool
continuously slides on the fresh blank, the temperature in the passing-by blank on the
upper tool remains on a high level but a decreasing curve is also observed when more heat
is transferred from the blank into the tool since the dwell time increases. Meanwhile, the
relatively short sliding distance taking place on the lower tool brings out the apparently
decreasing temperature dropping until 678 ◦C in the sliding blank part. The temperature
of 750 ◦C is an approximate median value during the sliding process. According to Pereira
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Figure 2.4: Illustrations of typical contact conditions from the dog-bone shaped model
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Table 2.4: Alloying compositions (wt%), initial hardness and surface roughness [47]
Material C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V Ni B HV0.5 Ra/um

22MnB5 0.20-0.25 0.20-0.35 1.0-1.3 Max. 0.03 Max. 0.01 0.14-0.26 ... ... ... 0.005 201±3 1.16±0.16

Tool steel 0.32 0.6-1.1 0.8 Max. 0.001 Max. 0.003 1.35 0.8 0.14 Max. 1 ... 458±6 0.13±0.01

[52], a transient contact condition, eg. pressure, may reach an extremely high value of
more than 1000 MPa. However, a very high pressure is not observed in the present model,
since the blank is relatively soft at high temperatures. In the present study, the standard
deviations of pressure and sliding velocity are close to their mean values, which implies
that the contact conditions distribute unevenly on the tools. So, the mean values are
expected to represent the most prevalent contact conditions and with these values the
experimental programme for the laboratory test becomes feasible.

According to the statistical contact data shows in Table 2.2 and 2.3, most sliding
movement occurs in the pressure range from 10 to 20 MPa and the sliding velocity varies
between the 0.01 and 0.1 m/s. When the blank is moved from the furnace to the die in
real environments, a relatively low temperature in the blank should be considered and it
is assumed that the temperature of 750 ◦C in the passing blank part against the lower
tool (see Figure 2.4 d) is representable for the process. These process parameters are used
to design laboratory tests to study the wear and frictional behaviours in the contact pair
of the 22MnB5 sheet steel and the hot work tool steel under press hardening conditions.

2.2 Design of the laboratory tests

In order to study frictional and wear characteristics under press hardening conditions, a
reciprocating sliding test without lubricant is initially employed. The test is conducted
at temperatures between 40 ◦C and 400 ◦C and mass loss of the tool steel is measured. A
schematic of the employed equipment is shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The upper test specimen
(pin) is made of boron alloyed steel (22MnB5) without coating or hardening treatment,
while the lower specimen (disc) is made of hot work tool steel and is prepared by grinding
with a 600-grit silicon carbide paper to remove surface orientation texture. The chemical
composition of pin and disc materials are summarized in Table 2.4. Firstly, the disc is
heated up to the desired temperatures and then the pin is loaded against the disc. The
reciprocating sliding test is conducted for 900 seconds with a constant pressure of 10 MPa
(31 N) based on an assumed constant contact area of the pin. The designed pressure value
is according to the mean pressures obtained in the press hardening simulations. Other
experimental parameters are summarized in Table 2.5. After testing, the specimens are
cooled down in air to room temperature and then the weight of the disc is measured.
This test is repeated twice at each test temperature. The frictional heat energy due to
sliding occurring in the interface is neglected.

The second laboratory test is here called the tribological test, which is conducted
under the conditions more close to the press hardening process when compared to the
reciprocating test. The basic configuration of the tribological test is shown in Figure 2.6
(b). A pair of tool steel pins are loaded against a strip from each side. The tool specimens
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Figure 2.6: Configurations of (a) the reciprocating test and of (b) the tribological test, all mea-
surements are in millimetres

Table 2.5: Test parameters for the reciprocating test
Parameter Value
F (N) 31
S (mm) 4
t (s) 900
f (Hz) 25
T (◦C) 40, 200, 400

Velocity (m/s) 0.2

are mounted in a moving assembly driven by a ball screw for the sliding movement along
the strip. The normal loads on the tool steel pins are applied through a pneumatic
bellow. Contrarily to the flattened surface in the reciprocating tests, these two pins are
designed with a spheric top of a radius of 50 mm to keep the specimens aligned and to
reach higher pressures. Furthermore, a vertical set-up of specimens can avoid undesired
scuffing due to the wear debris appearing during the sliding process. A pneumatic cylinder
providing pre-tension keeps the strip straight and the clamping jaws with strain gauge
force transducers hold the strip. Before the sliding process, the strip is heated up to
the desired test temperature via the Joule effect by resistive heating. To enable a long
sliding distance inducing accelerated wear on the tool steel, a given sliding distance of
550 mm is conducted on one strip and then an automated pick and place system removes
a worn strip and places a fresh strip to the working position. The material used for the
strip is the uncoated manganese-boron steel (22MnB5) with a dimension of 1000×15×1.5
mm (length × width × thickness) and the pin material is the hot work tool steel with
a polished top surface of a roughness of 0.13± 0.01 um (see Table 2.4). As previously
mentioned, strain gauge force transducers connected to the clamping jaws measure the
friction force and the friction coefficient is calculated according to Coulomb’s approach,
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Table 2.6: Test parameters in the tribological test
Load (N) 50, 150

Velocity (m/s) 0.01, 0.1
Strip Temperature ( ◦C) 750

Initial pin temperature ( ◦C) 25
Sliding distance (mm) 550

see Equation 2.1:

μ =
FD − FP

2FL

(2.1)

where FD represents drawing force, FP is the pretension force and FL is the load applied
on the pins. Considering the temperature decreasing in the blank as it is transferred from
the furnace to the die in reality, the strip temperature is assumed to be relatively low and
it coincides with the blank temperature obtained in the simulation of press hardening.
The simulation result shows that the mean temperature in the passing-by blank sliding
over the lower tool during the drawing process is approximately 750 ◦C. The contact
area of the pin is estimated by the worn pattern as a circle area with a radius of 1 mm,
which is measured after the sliding of the first strip. The applied loads can be converted
into about 16 MPa and 48 MPa, respectively. The used sliding velocity and the pressure
in the experimental programme are comprised of four test combinations (see Table 2.6),
where the variable ranges cover the mean values in the contact conditions obtained from
the press hardening simulations. Each test includes ten strips and the tests are repeated
twice under each test combination.
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Chapter 3

Results and discussions

3.1 Frictional and wear behaviours based on labora-

tory tests

Figure 3.1 illustrates the wear coefficient obtained from the reciprocating test, where wear
data is used to calculate the wear depth, d, see Equation 3.1. It is found that the wear
coefficients caused by the mixed wear mechanisms decrease with rising temperatures.
According to [22], oxide layers become unstable and break down rapidly below 300 ◦C.
Rather than the patches of oxide layer existing on the disc surface at 200 ◦C, complete
coverage of the oxidized wear-protective layer on the disc surface is observed at 400 ◦C.
Even though oxide layers become stable and completely cover the contact surfaces due to
a high oxidation rate, these layers still probably break down into particles causing three-
body abrasive wear after reaching a critical thickness [20]. However, the observation
of a negative wear coefficient of the tool at 400 ◦C indicates a higher probability of
reincorporation of loose wear debris into the protective layers.

d =
V

A
= K

W

H

1

A
L =

∫
K(T )Pvdt (3.1)

where V is the worn volume, L is the sliding distance, A is the equivalent contact area
determined by the load W divided by the hardness H. The specific wear coefficient,
K(t), is expressed by:

K(T ) = 3.90 · 10−14 + (−2.02 · 10−16) · T + (2.48 · 10−19) · T 2 (3.2)

In the tribological test, the pin successively slides on ten hot strips and the tempera-
ture in the pin increases in the process. The temperature change is assumed to be similar
to the real condition in press hardening. The friction measurements collected from the
sequence number of the strips are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The adhesive wear mechanism
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Figure 3.1: Wear coefficients in the reciprocating tests

is observed in the whole sliding process and the abrasive wear gradually affects the pin
surface. As seen in Figure 3.2 (a), the lower load, 50 N, leads to the apparently higher
friction coefficients compared to the test with a load of 150 N. At the low load, fluctua-
tion of the specimens during the sliding process makes the coefficient of friction become
higher. A similar correlation between pressures and friction coefficients was reported by
Chowdhury et al. [53]. However, a contradictory observation in aluminium-aluminium
contact pair was reported by Nuruzzaman [54] and a weak correlation was reported by
Yanagida et al. [49] [50] based on the contact interface of SPHC steel and SKD61 tool
steel. Under the same test load, the slower velocity, 0.01m/s, brings about higher friction
coefficients in the current test since more adhesion patches build up on the pin surface
during a longer sliding time, which a result is similar to Tian et al. [19]. Inasmuch that
the friction coefficients fluctuate in a certain range due to the vibration of sliding process,
the standard deviations of friction coefficient depicted in Figure 3.2 (b) shows that more
stable friction coefficients are obtained under a higher load of 150 N independent of the
sliding velocity as the occurring friction force at the low load is close to the sensitivity
limit of the strain gauge force transducers. Obviously, the higher load leads to less noise
and less fluctuation during the sliding process. Under the current test conditions, the
influence of the normal load on the frictional behaviour is more pronounced than that of
the sliding velocity and a similar observation can be found in the reciprocating test under
room temperature, see Hardell et al. [55]. However, based on the similar or contradictory
results in literature, it is noted that the frictional behaviour occurring in a certain contact
pair may significantly change due to different test parameters or material combinations.
A friction relation ( Equation 3.3) dependent on the pressure and the sliding velocity is
proposed by bilinear interpolation, see Figure 3.3.

μ(v, P ) =
1

(0.1− 0.01)(48− 16)
[0.81(0.1− v)(48− P )+

0.56(v − 0.01)(48− P )+

0.76(0.1− v)(P − 16)+

0.54(v − 0.01)(P − 16)]

(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of frictional behaviour in the tribological test
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of friction model data from the tribological test

where v represents the sliding velocity in m/s and P stands for normal pressure in MPa,
which is converted from the normal loads using a constant contact area of 3.14 · 10−6m2.
As previously mentioned, the high load of 150 N is converted to about 48 MPa and the
low load is converted to about 16 MPa. The averaged mass loss of the pins, one from
each side, measured after the sliding process on the 10 strips comprises a bilinear function
in Equation 3.4, see Figure 3.4. Under the same test velocity, the higher pressure leads
to more mass loss. Meanwhile, the lower velocity causes more mass loss under the same
pressure condition. This increasing mass loss with increased load and decreased velocity
has also been found by Ameen et al. [56]. It is noted that the highest mass loss appears
with the lowest standard deviation of friction coefficient and the least mass loss occurs
in the tribological test with the highest standard deviation of friction coefficient. It can
be concluded that a more stable tribological system brings about more mass loss (wear)
of the tool steel.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of mass loss model data in the tribological tests

m(v, P ) =
1

(0.1− 0.01)(48− 16)
[0.00144(0.1− v)(48− P )+

0.00186(v − 0.01)(48− P )+

0.00105(0.1− v)(P − 16)+

0.00126(v − 0.01)(P − 16)] [g]

(3.4)

where v represents the sliding velocity in m/s and P stands for normal pressure in MPa.

3.2 Implementation of wear models in FE–simulations

In order to implement the wear model in FE–simulations, the wear volume or the mass
loss obtained from the laboratory tests should be converted into the wear depth applied in
the present numerical model. The present laboratory tests provide the wear coefficients
of the used wear model. As a comparison, the modified Archard’s wear model based on
the wear coefficient and hardness function extracted from the work done by Lee and Jou
[28] is also implemented. The user friction interface in LS-Dyna is used to implement the
wear models that has an open access to the contact conditions and calculates the wear
depth at the position of the contacting nodes during the drawing process.

Wear prediction in the strip drawing model

For the wear prediction of the strip drawing model, the wear data obtained from the
reciprocating tests is initially used for the Archard’s wear model in the FE–simulations.
Since the mean pressure collected from the simulations is around 10 MPa, Equation 3.1
with the wear coefficient (see Equation 3.2) calibrated with the reciprocating test is used
as the wear model in the FE–simulations. The second Archard type wear model with
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Table 3.1: Statistical wear depth in the strip drawing model, unit is meter
Reciprocating wear model Lee and Jou’s model

Max. Mean Standard deviation Max. Mean Standard deviation
Upper 2.07e-8 4.17e-10 1.93e-9 6.82e-10 1.59e-11 8.80e-11
Lower 1.69e-9 4.89e-11 1.56e-10 7.11e-11 1.19e-12 7.06e-12

varying wear coefficient and hardness used in the present study has been introduced by
Lee and Jou [28]. This model has been used for a warm forging process, where the wear
data is based on ring-on-disc tests and the wear coefficient, k, and hardness, H, are
assumed to be functions of surface temperature, T . Lee’s and Jou’s model is as follows:

d = k(T )
PL

H(T )
(3.5)

with

k(T ) = (29.29× Ln(T )− 168.73)× 10−6 (3.6)

H(T ) = 9216.4× T−0.505 (3.7)

where d is the wear depth, P is contact pressure, L is sliding distance and all dimensions
are in (mm, MPa, and Kelvin). To compare the predictions based on the wear coeffi-
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Figure 3.5: Wear coefficient in Lee’s and Jou’s model

cients obtained from the reciprocating tests and the ring-on-disc tests in reference [28],
the statistical wear data collected from the wear simulation of the strip drawing model
can be found in Table 3.1. Since wear depth is an accumulated value, the statistical
data should only account for the last appearing values during the drawing process. The
present data is corrected based on that in Paper A. It is noted that the predictions using
the wear coefficient from the reciprocating test are higher than that value obtained from
Lee’s and Jou’s model. The wear profiles occurring on tool radii (see Figure 3.6) are
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similar but result in different magnitudes. Since all the used wear models are depen-
dent on contact mechanics, apparent correlations between the sliding distances and wear
predictions are obtained, see Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the wear profiles on stamping radii using the reciprocating wear model
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Figure 3.7: Typical (a) sliding distance and (b) wear depth (based on the reciprocating wear
model) collected from the same nodes in the strip drawing model

Wear prediction in the dog-bone shaped model

Since the mass loss can be converted into wear depth based on an assumed contact area
of 3.14 mm2, the tribological test provides a bilinear function of wear coefficient, K,
dependent on pressure, P , and sliding velocity, v, used in the Archard’s wear model, see
Equation 3.8 and Figure 3.8:

d =

∫
K(P, v)vdt (3.8)
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Based on the wear coefficient from the tribological test, Figure 3.9 shows the distributions
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Figure 3.8: Wear coefficients dependent on pressure and sliding velocity

of wear depth on the stamping tools in the dog-bone shaped model. It is noticed that the
wear mainly concentrates on the tool radii. Since the blank transiently rubs on the lateral
surfaces of the stamping tools due to oscillation during the drawing process, small wear
scratch areas exceeding the radius are obtained in the FE–simulation. Furthermore, both
modified Archard’s wear models are mainly activated by the same sliding conditions, even
though different wear coefficients are used. The used wear models result in similar wear
profiles but of different magnitudes. Based on the reciprocating test and the tribological
test, statistical wear data from the simulations are listed in Table 3.2. The results indicate
that the uneven wear distributions are observed on the tools and the wear model based
on the tribological test leads to one order of magnitude higher wear depth values than
the prediction values based on the reciprocating test.

Table 3.2: Statistical wear data in the dog-bone model, unit is meter
Reciprocating wear model Tribological test

Max. Mean Standard deviation Max. Mean Standard deviation
Upper 6.0e-8 6.7e-9 9.2e-9 6.4e-7 1.3e-7 1.5e-7
Lower 5.7e-9 2.3e-10 2.5e-10 2.8e-8 6.1e-9 4.9e-9
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(a) upper tool

(b) lower tool

Figure 3.9: The distributions of wear depth on the stamping tools after one drawing stroke



Chapter 4

Summary of appended papers

4.1 Paper A

Press-Hardening Thermo-Mechanical Conditions in the Contact Between Blank
and Tool: Since the contact conditions between blank and stamping tools are highly
relevant to tool wear in press hardening processes and these conditions receive insufficient
attention, this paper aims at analysing the contact conditions in a given press hardening
model through FE–simulations. It is found that the extreme contact conditions mainly
concentrate on tool radii and the corresponding distributions on the tool surfaces are
uneven. The mean values of the contact conditions are used to design the reciprocating
test conducted at elevated temperatures, where the pin made of boron alloyed steel slides
in a short length track on the tool steel disc. The obtained wear data is used to modify
the Archard’s wear model that is used in the wear simulation for the stamping tools. The
wear simulation indicates positions on the tool radii subjected to large sliding distance
and, thus, the positions with largest predicted wear.

4.2 Paper B

Development of a Tribological Test Programme Based on Thermo-Mechanical
Forming Simulations: The aim of this paper is to develop a tribological test programme
to study the frictional and wear behaviours in press hardening processes. Owing to the
fact that full-scale tests in order to identify the contact conditions would be extremely
complicated and expensive, the study is performed by using thermo-mechanical simula-
tions of the process. A press hardening process with dog-bone shaped tools is analysed
by a FE–model and the resulting contact conditions, such as pressure, temperature,
sliding distance and sliding velocity, are used to design the test programme. With the
tribological tests, the correlations between the frictional and wear behaviours and the
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process parameters in terms of pressure and sliding velocity are outlined. Furthermore,
the friction and wear models are presented for future applications.

4.3 Paper C

Implementation of Wear Models for Stamping Tools under Press Hardening
Conditions Based on Laboratory Tests: In order to reduce the high expenses in
repeated full-scale press hardening tests, laboratory tests are used to study the wear
behaviour between a boron-alloyed steel and a hot work tool steel. In paper C, two kinds
of wear coefficients obtained from reciprocating tests and tribological tests are employed
in the modified Archard’s wear model. The reciprocating tests provide a temperature
dependent wear coefficient expressed as a polynomial function; meanwhile, a bilinear
function of the wear coefficient based on pressure and sliding velocity is presented by the
tribological tests. With help of FE–simulations, the discrepancy of these two predictive
approaches are analysed in a specified press hardening model with dog-bone shaped
geometry. It is concluded that tool wear prediction is sensitive to the set-ups of the
laboratory tests.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

5.1 Conclusions and outlook

This thesis concerns the tool wear in press hardening processes and outlines a combined
approach based on FE–simulations and laboratory tests. Through the FE-code, LS-
Dyna, a numerical model of press hardening is used to analyse the contact conditions
occurring on the stamping tools. Based on the unveiled contact conditions, the labora-
tory test simulating the press hardening conditions with a high reproducibility becomes
possible. The frictional and wear behaviours obtained from the laboratory tests provide
the basic knowledge to evaluate parameters for the Archard’s wear model. The used wear
coefficients are dependent on the process parameters in terms of temperature, pressure
and sliding velocity. Finally, tool wear simulations using the proposed wear models are
performed through a user subroutine in the FE-code and the discrepancy in the wear
simulations due to the different set-ups of laboratory tests is obtained.

In order to investigate the contact conditions taking place on the stamping tools,
a press hardening model with dog-bone shaped geometry is chosen as the objective of
study, where most extreme contact conditions are observed on tool radii. To simplify the
geometry of the stamping tools, a strip drawing model is established, where the model
geometry is extracted from the middle part of the dog-bone shaped model. The contact
profiles on the tool radii are obtained. The reciprocating test and the tribological test
are designed to simulate the press hardening conditions and provide experimental data
to evaluate the wear coefficients in Archard’s wear model. The wear simulation of one
drawing process indicates that most wear concentrates on tool radii and is unevenly
distributed. The values of wear depth based on the triblogical tests are one order of
magnitude higher than those of the reciprocating tests due to the different set-ups.

For future work, industrial validations of the tool wear simulation is the primary
subject. In order to improve the tool wear prediction, the geometry update due to wear
of the stamping tool should be considered in FE–simulations because the deterioration of
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the stamping tool leads to different contact conditions. On the other hand, the mechanical
and material properties, such as friction and hardness, of the stamping tool due to coating
materials will be studied. Thus, the future work will include a more elaborate wear
model development based on the laboratory tests with extended test ranges in terms of
temperatures, pressures and sliding velocities.
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Press-Hardening Thermo-Mechanical Conditions in
the Contact Between Blank and Tool

Liang Deng 1, Sergej Mozgovoy 2, Jens Hardell 2, Braham Prakash2 and 
Mats Oldenburg1 

Abstract
The prediction of tool wear is a major concern in both press hardening industry and the research
community. However, tool wear is a complex system response depending on contact conditions, such
as contact pressure, sliding distance, surface temperature, etc. The current study focused on the contact 
conditions on press hardening tools through establishing FE-simulations of a strip drawing test. To
explore the possibility of using finite-element method in conjunction with wear models in order to
predict the tool wear of press hardening, a reciprocating sliding test without lubricant was conducted at 
several elevated temperatures to establish the influence of high temperature on the wear process.
Furthermore, the results of the sliding tests were used to propose a modified Archard wear model in
which the wear coefficient was set as a function of temperature. The implementation of the wear model 
in the case of the strip-drawing test showed that the highest wear depth occurred on the corner of the
upper tool and the sliding distance mainly determined the tool wear evolution.

Keywords: Tool wear; High temperature; Finite-element method; Contact conditions

1 Introduction
In the automotive industry, press hardening becomes prevalent to reach the increasing requirements of
lighter sheet metal parts with higher strength as forming the hot austenitic blank and quenching to
martensite gives the finished parts a hard-to-beat strength to weight ration. The combined hot forming
and quenching require the stamping tools to endure cyclic loadings and dramatic temperature changes. 
When metal sheets slide over the stamping tools, material transfer is observed in the forming process
[1]. Furthermore, oxidation and complex reactions between oxide layers and coatings on the blanks
and tools cause material loss (wear) and galling on the tool surfaces. These phenomena have a vital
influence not only on the performance and quality of the produced parts but also on the overall
productivity of thermo-mechanical processes. The sliding wear is thought to be the dominating wear
process in press hardening, in which abrasive wear, thermal fatigue and corrosive wear also play a role
during the whole service life of the tools [1, 2]. 

Engineers are in need of a predictive approach to tool wear to extend the service life of tools. The
Archard model came into tribology community in 1953 [3] and it postulates the real contact area is
determined by plastic deformation of contact asperities and generation of wear particles occurs due to
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removal of surface asperities. The Archard model can be expressed in fundamental terms as follows
[3] :

V

L
KA K

W

H
= = (1)

where V is worn volume, L is sliding distance, A is real contact area determined by the load W divided
by the hardness H. The specific wear rate is expressed by:

K
V

W L
=

⋅
(2)

The specific wear rate can evaluate the wear level and K < 10-15 m2/N is thought to represent a critical
value of a hard wearing material [4]. Initially, the wear coefficient K represented the probability of
wear particle generation and a specific value may just work in a narrow range of pressure and sliding
velocity [5]. Later on, many modified Archard models were proposed to satisfy specific applications.
Shen et al. [6] used a combined approach of FE-method and Archard model to predict wear of a
spherical plain bearing. Lin et al. [7] estimated the amount of wear on the tool surface during extrusion
process by modifying the Archard model to take temperature into account. To predict tool wear of
forging processes, both the wear coefficient K and hardness H were determined as functions of
temperature by Lee [8]. Furthermore, the wear coefficient correlated with dissipated energy [9] and
entropy [10]. Quinn's oxidational wear model [11] can also be regarded as a modified Archard model,
in which K correlates with oxidation properties. The delamination theory [12] depicts the wear process 
with flake- like debris based on the existence of dislocations in the material beneath the contacting
surfaces but like the oxidational model, the corresponding data employed is difficult to measure.

The motivation of this research is to study the contact conditions on press hardening tools and to
explore the possibility of using finite-element method in conjunction with wear models to predict tool
wear. Reciprocating sliding tests conducted at elevated temperatures were used to propose a modified
Archard model including temperature dependence. The user subroutine integrated in the commercial
FE-code (LS-DYNA) obtains contact conditions and estimates the highest wear depth on the corner of
the upper tool. 

2 Experimental procedures and simulation model

2.1 Experimental procedures
The reciprocating sliding tests without lubricant were conducted at temperatures between 40 °C and
400 °C and the weight loss of discs was measured. The schematic of the employed equipment is shown 
in Figure 1. The upper test specimen (pin) was made of boron steel (22MnB5) without coating or
hardening treatment, while the lower specimen (disc) was made of a hot work tool steel and it was
prepared by grinding with a 600-grit silicon carbide paper to remove surface orientation. The chemical 
composition of pin and disc materials are summarized in Table 1. The disc was first heated up to the
desired tem- peratures and then the pin was loaded against the disc. The reciprocating sliding tests
were conducted for 900 seconds at a constant contact pressure of 10 MPa. Additional experimental
parameters are summarized in Table 2. After testing, the specimens were cooled in air down to room



temperature. These tests were repeated twice at each temperature. In addition, it was assumed that
surface temperatures of pin and disc during sliding were identical and temperature increase due to
friction work was neglected.

Table 1:  Chemical composition of blank and tool steel material

Material C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V Ni B

22MnB5 
(mass contents in %)

0.2-0.25 0.2-0.35 1.0-1.3 max.
0.03

max.
0.01

0.14-0.26 - - - 0.005

Tool steel 
(mass contents in %)
(SS2242-02)

0.32 0.6-1.1 0.8 max.
0.01

max.
0.03

1.35 0.8 0.14 max. 1.0 -

 Table 2:  Test parameters 

Parameter Value

F (N) 31

S (mm) 4

t (s) 900

f (Hz) 25

T (°C) 40, 200, 400

Velocity (m/s) 0.2

2.2 Simulation model
The motivation of the FE-simulation is to study the contact conditions of press hardening processes
and validate the proposed wear model. A strip-drawing model with 5mm-width was established to
form a heated blank without cooling process (see Figure 2). This coupled thermo-mechanical
simulation model for LS-DYNA 971 consisted of 19299 nodes, 1420 shell and 11368 solid elements.
For the tools, solid elements were dense near the contact surface and coarse in the bulk. The boron steel 
as a blank was modeled using four-node Belyschko-Tsay shell elements with 5 through thickness
integration points. The initial temperature of the blank was 850 oC which led to austenitization of the
blank. The material model, "*MAT_UHS_STEEl", describing phase transformation behavior of
boron steel was employed for the blank and its corresponding data can be found in [13]. The upper and
lower tools were regarded as rigid body and their initial and constant boundary temperatures were set
to 40 °C. A constant heat transfer coefficient of 4000 Wm-2K-1 for the tool-blank interface was
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applied. The heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the tool steel was assumed to be the same as for
SS2242-02 tool material (see Table 3). The static and dynamic friction coefficients for forming of
uncoated material were assumed to be 0.40. Instead of thermal scaling, the current model was run with
a real drawing velocity of 100 mm/s. 

Table 3:  Thermal parameter for a strip-drawing test [13]

T (°C)  Cp (J/Kg⋅°C) k (W/m⋅°C)

20 460 24.6

400 460 26.2

800 460 27.6

3 Results and discussions 

3.1 Experiments
Figure 3 (left) illustrates the experimental specific wear rates (see Equation 2) of discs at 40 °C, 200 °C
and 400 °C and the wear rate decreases by one order of magnitude with rising temperature. Severe
adhesive wear appears at 40 °C and it explains the highest wear rate obtained in the tests. At 200 °C,
agglomeration and compaction of oxidised wear debris form wear-protective layers on the disc
surface, which can withstand the load and avoid metal-to-metal contact. According to [14], the oxide
layer is unstable below 300 °C and is broken down rapidly. Compared with the patches of oxide layer
existing on the disc surface at 200 °C, complete coverage of oxidised wear-protective layers on the
disc surface was observed at 400 °C. Even though oxide layers become stable and completely cover
the contact surfaces due to a high oxidation rate, these layers may break down into particles causing
three-body abrasive wear after reaching a critical thickness [11]. However, the observation of a
negative wear rate of the tool at 400 °C indicates a higher probability of reincorporation of loose wear
debris particles into the protective layers.
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Figure 2: The strip drawing tool geometry measurements (left), right is the geometry illustration of blank, all dimensions
 in millimeters 



At high temperature, the oxide layer is expected to play an important role in wear process as it becomes 
stable and reduces friction between the surfaces [14]. However, corresponding data for Quinn's oxi-
dational wear model is difficult to measure. The modified Archard model with consideration of high
temperature may be a more promising predictive model. The wear coefficient K in the current case is
treated as a function of temperature through fitting of the experimental results.                      

To predict wear through a numerical model of drawing, it is necessary to convert weight loss of the
disc into a wear depth value as the corresponding parameters used in wear calculation in the FEM
model are collected from nodes and wear depth could be a starting point for geometry updating in the
future. Due to the variation of pressure during the drawing process, the integral of sliding velocity v
over time step dt replaces the sliding distance L. An assumed contact area of a rectangle with two
hemispherical ends is used for wear depth calculation. 

d
V

A
V

m= =    with    
ρ

(3)

where V represents the lost volume of material calculated from mass loss m and density ρ. Since
variation of tool surface hardening during forming is neglected, H is merged into the wear coefficient
K(T). Then the modified Archard wear model relating to the thickness of the material removed by wear 
is as follows:

d
V

A
K

W

H A
L K T P v dt= = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅∫

1
[ ( ) ] (4)

with

K T T T( ) . ( . ) ( . )= ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅− − −3 90 10 2 02 10 2 48 1014 16 19 2 (5)

and all dimensions are in (m, Pa, and °C).  
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Figure 3: Wear rates of disc in the reciprocating test at several elevated temperatures (left). A polynomial function of
 2-order fits the wear coefficient (determined by wear depth) at several elevated temperatures (right)



3.2 FE-simulations 
The modified Archard wear model (see Equation 4) is implemented in the LS-DYNA model through a
user subroutine, which also collects contact conditions of the tools, such as sliding distance, sliding
velocity and normal pressure. Apart from element-based information, contact conditions are directly
extracted from the contacting node. Normal pressure of a node is the quotient of the normal force and
the fraction area of elements connecting to that node. 

Table 4:  Contact variables collected from the numerical model of strip drawing test

Upper Tool

Normal pressure 
(MPa)

Surface temperature
(°C)

Sliding distance
(m)

Sliding velocity
 (m/s)

Wear depth 
(m)

Extreme value 77 177 0.057 0.14 2.05E-8

Mean 12.79 74.83 0.0081 0.057 2.31E-9

Standard deviation 13.92 35.63 0.014 0.038 4.47E-9

Lower Tool

Normal pressure 
(MPa)

Surface temperature
(°C)

Sliding distance
(m)

Sliding velocity
 (m/s)

Wear depth 
(m)

Extreme value 102 179 0.0043 0.112 1.83E-9

Mean 9.84 70.97 4.30E-4 0.014 1.03E-10

Standard deviation 12.41 33.50 6.62E-4 0.017 2.23E-10
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Table 4 lists the contact information collected from all active nodes. Due to the apparent standard
deviations, the mean value represents the overall contact conditions more appropriately than median
value, in which all the results collected during the complete drawing process are added up and divided
by the number of all samples. Figure 4 depicts the histories of upper and lower tools' contact conditions 
based on the two nodes detected by the highest wear depth. In this case, the highest wear depth appears
on the corner of both the upper and the lower tool. The upper tool corner is subjected to severer wear
than the lower one since it slides longer over the blank than the lower tool. From the contact condition
histories collected on the nodes with the highest wear depth, it is obvious that the sliding distance has a
dominating influence on wear prediction. If the wear depth of this prediction is linearly proportional to
the number of upper tool strokes, the wear depth of the upper tool reaches 2.05⋅10-4 m after 10000
strokes. Ersoy-Nurnberg et al [9] mention a linear cumulative wear depth of 2⋅10-5 m on the corner of a 
cold forming tool but the stroke in that model is 0.0165 m. However, a critical wear depth seems to
exist in the metal forming process marking the boundary between smooth and dramatic wear.
Delamination of wear debris and corrosive pitting on the tool surface cause dramatic wear when the
wear depth of tool reaches this critical value. Wang et al. [15] mention a critical wear depth of of 6⋅10-5

m pertaining to a particular hot forging case.

4 Concluding remarks
In this work, the influence of temperature on the wear behavior of tool steel sliding against boron steel
has been studied. The numerical results of contact conditions can help researchers to design test
models for fundamental studies of tool wear. It is also concluded that a modified Archard wear model
can predict the tool wear of press hardening by extracting the contact conditions by means of
FE-simulations. The tendency of the wear evolution observed is mainly determined by the sliding
distance. Further study will focus on the temperature increase due to friction work and the interaction
between oxidation and coating developing during hot stamping process. A more elaborate wear model
including oxidation effects on coated tool surface could be expected in future work establishing an
industrial wear model for the press hardening process.   
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Abstract

Press hardening is widely utilized to form ultra-high strength steels into au-

tomotive components, characterized by a high strength to weight ratio, which

aims at reducing carbon dioxide emissions and increasing resistance to im-

pact. The press hardening manufacturing process leads to severe contact

conditions between the blank and the tools due to the combination of pres-

sure, relative sliding and very high temperatures as well as high temperature

differences. However, the contact conditions occurring on stamping tools dur-

ing press hardening received insufficient attention. The main difficulty is to

study the tribological behaviour of the stamping tool in terms of friction and

mass loss at elevated temperatures during production. This paper presents a

procedure of designing a tribological test programme calibrated by the con-

tact conditions of press hardening. A numerical model of press hardening of a

given geometry is established to analyse the contact conditions occurring on

stamping tools in terms of sliding distance, sliding velocity, contact pressure
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and surface temperature. Based on the results from the thermo-mechanical

forming simulations, tribological tests are conducted under conditions similar

to those in press hardening. The tribological tests are performed with un-

coated material pairs. Through the designed experimental programme, the

correlations between the tribological behaviours and the process parameters

in press hardening, such as pressure and sliding velocity, can be outlined.

Keywords: Contact conditions, High temperature, FE-simulation, Tool

wear

1. Introduction

Compared to cold forming operations, press hardening processes include

forming of ultra-high strength steels (UHSS) within the austenite phase and

quenching of the formed part until the martensite phase is obtained. Ac-

cording to Naganathan and Penter [1], press hardening processes take ad-

vantage of the high formability of UHSS in the austenitic phase and provide

the finished parts with ultra-high strength and minimal springback. How-

ever, harsh working conditions, such as high temperatures, cyclic loadings

and sliding processes, result in wear of the stamping tool, which not only

shortens the service life of the stamping tool but also increases rejection of

produced parts. For instance, Pelcastre et al. [2] stated a common mainte-

nance cycle that the stamping tool used in press hardening of Al-Si coated

blanks can withstand 200,000 strokes but a regrinding operation is needed

after production of 2000-3000 parts. Since the difficulty of measuring in situ

increases the complexity of the study, neither tool wear nor contact condi-

tions of press hardening receive sufficient attention. A deep understanding
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of the contact conditions based on designed tribological tests under press

hardening conditions is the primary concern for the possible optimisation of

the process parameters and reduction of the maintenance.

The previous efforts concerning the contact conditions are attributed to

the cold (conventional) forming processes. Jensen et al. [3] revealed the

normal force profile on the radius in a deep-drawing with a circular draw-

die profile and a semi-empirical wear model based on the normal stress and

sliding velocity is employed in FE-simulations. With FE-simulations, Pereira

et al. [4] reported that the maximum sliding distance in a channel forming

model takes place in the region ahead of the die radius; Another work done by

Pereira et al. [5] showed that three phases of contact pressure exist during the

forming process and a transient high contact pressure of more than 1000 MPa

appears at die radii in the initial stage. The experiments of a deep drawing

operation performed by Christiansen and Chiffre [6] revealed that severe

contact conditions occur at tool radii and accumulate in two worn spots at

angular positions of 20 ◦ and 70 ◦ after approximately 50 consecutive strokes

of the drawing process. In order to determine the frictoon coefficient in

press hardening, Geiger et al. [7] established a numerical model of the cup

deep drawing process to calculate the friction coefficient by using Siebel’s

equation. The decreasing coefficient of friction with increasing temperature

is explained by plastic softening of the blank material.

In most terminology standards, friction is defined as the resistance to

sliding of one solid body over or along another and wear represents the pro-

gressive removal of material from a surface contacting a counter surface, see

Bhushan [8]. van der Heide and Schipper [9] stated that sliding wear con-
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sisting of adhesive, abrasive, fatigue and tribochemical wear is expected to

be the dominant wear process in sheet metal forming processes and it is

mainly caused by the relative motion between the blank and the stamping

tool. Either one wear mechanism or several mechanisms leads to a continuous

removal of material from the contacting surfaces and thereby, the accumu-

lated wear debris increases the friction force. To understand the tribological

characteristics of press hardening, researchers design different set-ups of lab-

oratory tests. Okonkwo et al. [10] conducted a simplified test of ball-on-disc

configuration at elevated temperatures to mimic a conventional forming pro-

cess. In order to simulate the temperature rising due to the friction work

during the sliding process, the tests are performed at elevated temperatures

between ambient and 150 ◦C. The observations indicates that the higher tem-

peratures decrease the adhesion of the ball material to the tool steel (disc) and

more disc material is removed due to ploughing and spalling. The amount

of transferred material may explain the relatively low friction coefficients ob-

served at ambient and 50 ◦C as well as the high friction coefficients observed

at 100 ◦C and 150 ◦C. Based on simplified reciprocating tests, where the

oscillating sliding on the disc is performed by a pin with a flattened surface,

Mozgovoy et al. [11] observed that lower and more stable friction coefficients

occur at higher temperatures due to the formation of protective, compacted

layers of wear debris, which prevents the sliding track from metal-to-metal

contact and causes the wear rate of the disc to decrease above 200 ◦C. Ghiotti

et al. [12] investigated the reciprocal influence of the process parameters in

hot stamping processes in terms of pressure, temperature, sliding velocity

and surface condition through a pin-on-disc test. However, these types of re-
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ciprocating or unidirectional sliding test do not simulate the press hardening

processes accurately since the sliding process occurs on at least one of the

counter parts continuously, where the friction heat cause mechanical changes

in the specimens. Through a hot flat strip drawing machine, Yanagida and

Azushima [13] investigated the frictional behaviour under varying temper-

atures, drawing speeds and pressures. It is shown that temperature and

sliding velocity affect the frictional trends more significant than the pressure

varying between 16 MPa and 45 MPa.

However, friction behaviour and material transfer in a certain contacting

pair are system parameters instead of material properties because tribological

behaviours are affected by all small changes in contact conditions, chemical

constituents and surrounding environment. In order to obtain a deeper un-

derstanding of the triboloical behaviours on stamping tool and develop a

possible and high-accuracy tool wear model for press hardening processes,

laboratory tests simulating the real conditions with high quality of repro-

duction are of great importance. This paper aims at designing a tribological

test programme based on simulation of press hardening, which analyses the

contact conditions on the stamping tool. The tribological test with combi-

nations of test parameters including two pressures and two sliding velocities

is conducted at a constant, high temperature. The correlations between the

tribological behaviours and the test parameters are presented and the con-

sequent friction and wear models are discussed.
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2. Contact conditions in press hardening

2.1. Basic set-up for deep drawing model

In order to investigate the contact conditions of press hardening, a deep

drawing model forming high temperature blanks into dog-bone shaped prod-

ucts is established. The stamping tools consist of two parts, an upper tool

(punch) and a lower tool (die), see Figure 1. The tools are made of hot work

tool steels and the blank is made of 22MnB5 steel. The material properties

used in press hardening are presented in Table 1 based on Mozgovoy et al.

[11]. By means of a commercial FE software, LS-Dyna, a numerical model

consisting of 254109 nodes, 13348 shell and 201192 solid elements is defined

on one half of the actual geometry due to symmetry. The rectangular blank

with a dimension of 284 × 188 mm is modelled by four-node Belyschko-Tsay

shell elements with 5 integration points through the thickness of 1.6 mm;

meanwhile, in order to decrease the computational expenditure of time, the

solid elements used for the tools are dense near the contact surface but coarse

in the bulk. A thermoelastic-plastic constitutive model based on the von

Mises yield criterion with associated plastic flow, describing the phase trans-

formation and the deformation behaviour of the blank, has been developed

by Åkerstöm [14] and Åkerstöm et al. [15]. This model is employed for the

current FE–model using the explicit method and its corresponding data can

be extracted from the references in the work done by Åkerstöm and Olden-

burg [16]. The initial temperature of the blank is set to 850 ◦C. The upper

and lower tools are regarded as rigid bodies and their initial and constant

boundary temperatures are set to 40 ◦C. A constant heat transfer coefficient

of 4000 Wm−2 K−1 for the tool-blank interface is employed while the heat
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Table 1: Alloying compositions (wt%), initial hardness and surface roughness
Material C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V Ni B HV0.5 Ra/um

22MnB5 0.20-0.25 0.20-0.35 1.0-1.3 Max. 0.03 Max. 0.01 0.14-0.26 ... ... ... 0.005 201±3 1.16±0.16

Tool steel 0.32 0.6-1.1 0.8 Max. 0.001 Max. 0.003 1.35 0.8 0.14 Max. 1 ... 458±6 0.13±0.01

capacity and the thermal conductivity for the stamping tools are assumed

to be the same as for X40CrMoV5-1 tool material and are given in Table 2

according to Bergman [17]. The static and dynamic friction coefficients for

forming of uncoated material are assumed to be 0.40. A small penalty factor

of 0.01 is adopted in all FE-simulations to avoid computational divergence,

as the pressure calculation based on the penalty method is sensitive to the

choice of the penalty factor. The current model is run with a real drawing

velocity of 100 mm/s without thermal scaling.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the press hardening model: (a) dimensions of the stamping tool;

(b) set-up of the press hardening model; all dimensions are given in millimetres

2.2. Presentation of contact conditions

Figure 2 shows the typical contact conditions obtained from the simu-

lation of the given press hardening model, where the contact conditions in
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Figure 2: Illustrations of typical contact conditions in press hardening simulation
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Table 2: Tool thermal parameters for the strip drawing model

T( ◦C) Cp(J/Kg ◦C) k(W/m ◦C)

20 460 24.6

400 460 26.2

800 460 27.6

terms of contact pressure, sliding distance and surface temperature are col-

lected within the fixed observation area on the tool of the passing-by part

of the blank. It should be noted that these contact histories are not only

collected from the same node but from the adjacent nodes located on the

radii in the curved transition parts of the both tools. The illustration of the

observation area on the upper tool is in Figure 3. The high contact pressure

collected from the node on the upper tool radius increases severely in the ini-

tial stage of drawing, followed by a smooth decreasing stage until about 0.7 s.

After that, a sharp increasing contact pressure is obtained. The oscillation

in contact pressure appearing on the upper tool may be due to stick-slip dur-

ing the drawing process. However, the contact pressure history on the lower

tool presents a continuously increasing tendency with two sharply increasing

gradients in the beginning and ending stages. Figure 2 (b) represents the dif-

ferent magnitudes of sliding distance occurring on the upper and lower tool,

where the values are accumulated from the nodes on the tool radii at each

time step over one whole drawing operation. The radius of the upper tool

experiences most sliding since it pushes the blank into the targeted shape.

This may explain the discrepancy in pressures and sliding distances between

the upper and the lower tool. Figure 2 (c) and (d) illustrate the surface
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temperatures observed in the contact interface between the blank and the

tool. As the part of the fresh blank continuously slides over the radius on

the upper tool, the temperature of the passing by nodes on the blank that

passes the node within the observation area on the upper tool and remains

at a high level, but a decrease trend is also observed when the sliding process

minimizes at the end of the forming process, which causes more heat transfer

from the blank into the tool. Meanwhile, the relatively small sliding taking

place on the lower tool causes the apparently decreasing temperature illus-

trated in Figure 2 (d). The temperature of 750 ◦C is an approximate, median

value of the sliding process. The measured and calculated contact conditions

are summarized as statistic values in Table 3. According to Pereira et al.

[5], the transient pressure may reach an extremely high value of more than

1000 MPa. However, a very high contact pressure is not observed in the

present model, since the blank is relative soft at high temperatures. The

standard deviations of pressure and sliding velocity are close to the mean

values, which implied that the contact conditions unevenly distributes over

the tools. Instead of the analysis based on a certain interval of forming op-

eration, the statistical values represent the general contact conditions during

the whole drawing process, with which results the experimental programme

of the laboratory test can be feasible.

3. Experimental conditions

The current tribological test, where a pair of pins sliding on a hot strip,

is designed to study friction behaviour and mass loss of the contact pair

of pre-hardened hot work tool steel and boron-manganese steel under press
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Figure 3: Illustration of the observation area on the upper tool

hardening conditions. The basic configuration of the tribological test is shown

in Figure 4. A pair of tool steel pins are loaded against the strip, one from

each side, and are mounted in a moving assembly driven by a ball screw. The

normal load on the tool steel pins is applied through a pneumatic bellow. In

contrary to the flattened surface employed in most reciprocating tests, these

two pins are designed with a spheric tip with a radius of 50 mm, which tip

design is to keep alignment of test specimens and reach higher pressures. The

vertical set-up of specimens can avoid unexpected scuffing during due to the

wear debris producing during the sliding process. A pneumatic cylinder pro-

viding pretension keeps the strip straight and the clamping jaws holding the

strip are attached to strain gauge force transducers providing friction force

measurements during sliding. Before the sliding process, the strip is heated

up to the test temperatures via the Joule effect by passing through a current.

Considering the temperature change in the blank as it is transferred from the

exit of furnace to the entrance of die, the strip temperature is set to a rela-

11
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Figure 4: (a) Illustration of the tribological test; (b) the geometry measurements of the

tribological test, all dimensions in millimetres
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Table 3: Statistical data of contact conditions

Tool Upper Lower

Max. pressure (MPa) 90.8 88.4

Mean pressure (MPa) 16.8 14.3

Std. deviation pressure (MPa) 15.9 13.8

Max. sliding velocity (m/s) 12.4 33.1

Mean sliding velocity (m/s) 0.066 0.0088

Std. deviation velocity (m/s) 0.065 0.168

Max. sliding distance (m) 0.067 0.0034

Mean sliding distance (m 0.014 0.00054

Std. deviation distance (m) 0.017 0.00056

Max. surface temperature (◦C) 263 269

Mean surface temperature (◦C) 75.3 91.7

Std. deviation temperature (◦C) 45.8 58.5

tively low temperature as, according to simulation of press hardening, most

part of the sliding occurs at a median temperature of 750 ◦C. The sliding

velocity and the pressure are chosen as variables in the present tribological

tests (see Table 4), where the pressure is directly calculated as the quotient of

load and approximate contact area of the pin. Since the current test aims to

simulate the continuous tribological behaviours in press hardening, the tran-

siently extreme conditions such as maximum pressure and maximum sliding

velocity, probably affect the whole drawing process insignificantly. The tribo-

logical test programme covers the mean values of contact conditions obtained

in the simulation. To enable long sliding distances inducing accelerated wear

13



Table 4: Test parameters in the tribological test

Load (N) 50, 150

Velocity (m/s) 0.01, 0.1

Strip Temperature ( ◦C) 750

Initial pin temperature ( ◦C) 25

Sliding distance per strip (m) 0.55

on the tool steel pins, a given sliding distance of 550 mm is conducted on

one strip and then an automated pick and place system removes the worn

strip into a tray and places a fresh strip in test position for the next heating-

sliding process. The tests include ten strips for each parameter combination

and each combination is tested twice. The material used for the strip is un-

coated 22MnB5 steel with a dimension of 1000×15×1.5 mm (length × width

× thickness) and the pin material is tool steel with the contact surface pol-

ished to a roughness of 0.13± 0.01 um (see Table 1). As mentioned before,

strain gauge force transducers provide the friction coefficient via the use of

Amonton-Coulomb’s law according to Equation 1:

μ =
FD − FP

2FL

(1)

where FD represents the drawing force, FP is the pretension force and FL

designates the load applied on the pin.

4. Experimental results and discussion

In the tribological test, the pins successively slide against ten hot strips

and the temperature in the pin increases continuously, which is similar to the

14



real temperature condition of the stamping tool in press hardening. The tool

steel pins are mainly exposed to adhesion on the contact surfaces as they are

heated up through conduction of heat from the uncoated boron–manganese

steel strip when the load was applied, which resulted in a higher reactivity of

the surfaces. This tribological test programme allowed obtaining a friction

model in which the coefficient of friction μ exhibits a bilinear relation (see

Equation 2) with the applied pressure and the drawing velocity, as can be

observed in Figure 5 (a).

μ(v, P ) =
1

(0.1− 0.01)(48− 16)
[0.81(0.1− v)(48− P )+

0.56(v − 0.01)(48− P )+

0.76(0.1− v)(P − 16)+

0.54(v − 0.01)(P − 16)]

(2)

where v represents the sliding velocity in m/s and P stands for normal pres-

sure in MPa. The pressures are converted from the normal loads using a

constant contact area of 3.14 · 10−6m2, which is measured after the sliding

of the first strip. Hertzian pressures of 180 MPa at low normal load and

270 MPa at high normal load in the initial point contact are reduced to the

real contact pressures of about 16 MPa at low applied loads and 48 MPa at

high applied loads. The pressure estimation does not consider the varying

contact area after a longer sliding distance. A lower load leads to higher

friction coefficients as compared to tests at a higher load. Under the same

load, a lower sliding velocity brings about higher friction coefficients since

the longer contact time results in more adhesion through growth of adhesive

junctions between the two contacting materials. Under the current testing
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Figure 5: Illustration of frictional behaviour in the tribological test

conditions, the influence of the normal load on the friction behaviour is much

more pronounced as compared to that of the sliding velocity. Yanagida and

Azushima [13] reported similar correlations between friction coefficient and

pressure in a hot strip sliding test with a different test programme. However,

since the strip is heated outside the test position, the actual strip temper-

ature decreases by about 100 ◦C during the transferring process. Okonkwo

et al. [10] revealed the increasing friction coefficients up to 0.8 at elevated

temperatures until 150 ◦C. However, the designed load used in the pin-on-

disc test is to simulate a extremely high pressure of more than 1000 MPa,

which high pressure due to the bending stress and line contact conditions

reported by Pereira et al. [5] do not exist in the current study. Inasmuch

as the friction coefficients fluctuate in certain ranges due to the vibration of

the contact pair, the standard deviations of the friction coefficients depicted

in Figure 5 (b) show that more stable friction coefficients are obtained at

higher loads independently of the sliding velocity as the occurring friction
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forces at low normal loads are close to the sensitivity limit of the strain

gauge force transducers. Obviously, the higher load leads to less noise and

less fluctuation during the sliding process. However, a lower speed causes rel-

atively lower standard deviations of friction coefficients at both loads owing

to less vibration of the contact pair. Compared to the present tribological

test, Tian et al. [18] reported the consistent correlations between the friction

and process parameters in terms of temperature and sliding velocity through

a hot strip sliding test with varying process parameters. Probably, a short

sliding distance could not attain stable responses in the tribological system.

Under the same loading and sliding velocity conditions, the present friction

coefficients vary apparently along the total sliding distance of 5.5 m.

The mass loss of the two pins is measured and averaged after sliding

against ten strips and a bilinear relation between the contact conditions and

the mass loss is established, which model is based on the four experimentally

tested contact conditions, see Figure 6 and Equation 3.

m(v, P ) =
1

(0.1− 0.01)(48− 16)
[0.00144(0.1− v)(48− P )+

0.00186(v − 0.01)(48− P )+

0.00105(0.1− v)(P − 16)+

0.00126(v − 0.01)(P − 16)] [g]

(3)

where v represents the sliding velocity in m/s and P stands for normal pres-

sure in MPa. Under the same velocity, the higher pressure leads to more

mass loss. When the most severe mass loss appears, its corresponding stan-

dard deviation of friction coefficient is lowest. Furthermore, the least mass

loss occurs at the highest standard deviation of friction coefficient. This im-
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Figure 6: Mass loss in the tribological test

plied that a more stable tribological system brings about more mass loss of

tool steel specimens.

5. Conclusions

In this work, an experimental programme for a tribological testing equip-

ment based on the FE–simulations of press hardening is presented. The

FE-simulations revealing the contact conditions between a blank and tools

provides a reliable calibration in designing of the experimental programme.

This experimental study, pertaining to the fundamental understanding of the

tribological behaviours of pre-hardened hot work tool steel sliding against

22MnB5 steel strips, is expected to simulate the press hardening conditions

in a high reproducibility. Two levels of pressure and sliding velocity, re-

spectively, are employed in tribological tests, where the pin, starting at room

temperature, slides over ten strips for 0.55 m each at 750 ◦C in each test com-
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bination. Based on the current tribological test, the correlations between the

tribological behaviours and the process parameters in press hardening are

presented. Relations of friction and mass loss dependent on process param-

eters are obtained, which can be used in FE–simulations for the prediction

of the harsh contact conditions in press hardening. Through the compari-

son with other set-ups of laboratory, the author emphasizes that frictional

behaviour and mass loss are system dependent parameters, which results in

differences between one set of working conditions to another.
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Abstract. Tool wear occurring in press hardening processes receives insufficient attention since its
corresponding measurements and full-scale experiments are complicated and expensive. This paper
presents a study of tool wear in press hardening based on laboratory experiments and FE-simulations.
Two experimental laboratory setups depending on the contact conditions in press hardening build the 
base for the wear models implemented in the FE-simulation to predict wear depths. The highest wear 
depth is found at the radius of the stamping tool and the discrepancies in wear predictions based on
the two different laboratory test setups are analyzed. 

Introduction
Press hardening is widely used to manufacture car components satisfying higher requirements of 
safety and light weight. However, the severe contact conditions during the drawing process result in 
tool wear that increases the complexity of press hardening applications. Hardell et al. have studied the 
friction and wear behavior of boron steel sliding against tool steel at elevated temperatures by 
reciprocating tests [1,2,3]. Dessain et al. have investigated the friction behavior of Usibor 1500P in 
press hardening applications. Friction behaviour as a function of temperature and pressure and the 
wear resistances of three tool steels have been tested by means of a deep drawing process-simulator, 
where abrasion and adhesion have been identified as the occurring wear mechanisms [4]. However, 
all changes in contact conditions, chemical components and surrounding environment affect the 
tribological characteristics of the system and thereby friction and wear behavior may change 
significantly from one unique configuration of contact pair to another. Furthermore, contact 
conditions between blank and tools in press hardening are difficult to measure in situ. In recent years, 
finite element (FE) simulations based on coupled thermo-mechanical analysis have been used to an 
increasing degree for predicting the material behaviour during the press hardening process. With the 
help of FE-simulations, Pereira et al. [5] have reported that the maximum sliding distance in a channel 
forming appeared in the region ahead of the die radius and a transient high contact pressure was 
revealed in the beginning of a conventional forming operation [6]. In order to capture the contact 
conditions that are responsible for tool wear, it is vital to establish laboratory tests fitting well press 
hardening conditions. This paper aims at unveiling the contact conditions prevailing on the stamping 
tool in press hardening at a given geometry by the commercial FE software, LS-DYNA [7] and 
simulation results can be used to design laboratory tests. The wear models based on the laboratory 
tests have been implemented in the FE-simulation to predict wear depths on the stamping tools.

Methodology
FE-simulation of press hardening. A numerical model was built on a quarter of an actual press 
hardening tool due to symmetry (dimensions can be found in Fig. 1), where the gap distance between 



the upper tool (punch) and the holders aiming at controlling the flow of the blank was maintained at 
4.6 mm. The blank with a thickness of 1.6 mm was meshed by rectangular shell elements using 
Belyschko-Tsay formulation with a size of 2 mm and the tools were modelled as rigid bodies by 
eight-node solid elements [8]. In order to reduce the scale of the numerical model, the tool element 
size gradually coarsened from 1 mm to 8 mm from the thermal contact interface to the tool bulk. The
thermo-elastic-plastic constitutive model based on the von Mises yield criterion with associated 
plastic flow [9,10] describing phase transformation and deformation behaviors of the blank was 
employed and references to the used data can be found in [11]. The initial temperature of the blank 
was 850 °C ensuring austenitization of the boron steel and a constant heat transfer coefficient of 
4000 Wm-2K-1for the tool-blank interface was used. The used heat capacity and thermal conductivity 
of the tool steel can be found in [12]. The static and dynamic friction coefficients for forming of 
uncoated material were assumed to be 0.40.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the press hardening model: (a) set-up of the press hardening; (b) dimensions of 
the die in millimeters

Contact pressure, sliding velocity and surface temperature on the stamping tools according to the 
simulation of press hardening are presented in Table 1, where the mean value represents the average 
value extracted from all contacting nodes during the whole drawing process. Since the contact 
distributions are uneven, it is preferable to consider the mean values for the design of laboratory tests.
The sliding distance collected on the node was the sum of the relative motion between blank and tool
at each time step in the FE-simulation and the maximum value on the upper tool (punch) was
0.0644 m and the forming blank brought about a value on the lower tool (die) of up to 0.00353 m.

Table 1 Contact conditions on the stamping tools
Maximum 
pressure [MPa]

Mean pressure 
[MPa]

Maximum sliding 
velocity [m/s]

Mean sliding 
velocity [m/s]

Maximum 
temperature 
[°C]

Mean 
temperature 
[°C]

Upper tool 125.0 25.9 0.824 0.093 280 123.5
Lower tool 89.1 22.5 0.761 0.0087 268 144.7

Laboratory tests and wear models. In order to obtain wear data, two laboratory test setups
simulating the press hardening process based on the contact conditions obtained by the FE-simulation 
were performed to study both friction and wear characteristics of the contact pair of tool steel and 
22MnB5 boron steel at elevated temperatures. Both the tool steel and the boron steel were uncoated 
and their compositions as well as their hardness values can be found in [13].
Fig. 2 (a) shows the experimental setup employed in reciprocating dry sliding tests. The pin, made of 
22MnB5 boron steel, repeatedly slid on the disc, made of tool steel. The stroke length was 4 mm and 
the experiment lasted 15 minutes with a frequency of 25 Hz and a constant pressure of 10 MPa. The 
disc was heated up in advance to 40 °C, 200 °C and 400 °C. Its corresponding wear predictive model
(here called RW model, see Eq. 1) using the wear coefficient K as a function of tool temperature T
obtained from the tests (see Fig. 3 (a)) followed a proportional relationship between wear depth d,
pressure P and sliding velocity v according to:

(a) (b)



= ( ) .

where

(1)

( ) = 3.9 10 + ( 2 10 ) + (2.5 10 ) .

The second wear model was obtained from tribological tests (here called TW model) conducted at a
temperature of 750 °C (Fig. 2 (b)), which considered the transfer of the blank from the furnace to the 
die and, according to press hardening simulation, most part of the sliding occurred at an almost 
constant blank temperature of 750 °C. The test pressures (16 and 48 MPa) and the velocities (0.01 
and 0.1 m/s) composing the test combinations determined a bilinear relationship between wear rate
and contact conditions (Fig. 3 (b)), where the wear depth was formulated as:

= ( , ) .
(2)

It should be noticed that only the boundary wear rate was used if the contact conditions 
exceeded the test ranges during the use of this model in press hardening simulations.

Fig. 2 Schematics of laboratory test setups: (a) reciprocating test and (b) tribological test, all 
dimensions in millimeters

Fig. 3 Wear data obtained from laboratory tests: (a) wear coefficient in the reciprocating test; (b) wear 
rate in the tribological test

Results and discussions

By means of the subroutine in LS-DYNA in conjunction with the wear models, most wear was 
observed at the tool radius and vibration of the blank caused slight wear appearing on the tool’s lateral 
surface. Table 2 shows that the wear depths calculated by the two different wear models have
approximately one order of magnitude discrepancy since the disc in the reciprocating test was heated 
up from the base and the variation of hardness in the different contact pairs may cause this difference.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)



Furthermore, the wear depths on the upper tool, based on both wear models, were higher than those
on the lower tool, which was related to the sliding distance.

Table 2 Wear depths on the stamping tools based on the two wear models

Maximum wear depth [m]
from TW model

Mean wear depth [m]
from TW model

Maximum wear depth 
[m] from RW model

Mean wear depth [m]
from RW model

Upper tool 6.4e-7 1.3e-7 6.0e-8 6.7e-9
Lower tool 2.8e-8 6.1e-9 5.7e-9 2.3e-10

Conclusions
The FE-simulation unveils the contact conditions prevailing on the stamping tool of a given press 
hardening model, whose results can be used to design laboratory tests simulating the industrial 
conditions of press hardening. Experimental studies including wear behaviour of boron and tool steel 
have been carried out at elevated temperatures and wear data based on reciprocating tests and 
tribological tests has been implemented in FE-simulation models to predict the tool wear occurring in
press hardening. In this work, pressure, velocity as well as tool and blank temperature are considered 
in the wear models. It should be noticed that the wear predictions are sensitive to the choice of 
laboratory test setup and more sliding distance appearing on the upper tool leads to more severe wear.
Further studies of extended temperature, pressure and sliding velocity ranges and contact pairs
including coatings are needed.
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